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Use the excerpt below to explore for yourself how our materials can engage students in mathematical inquiry.
Dancing Symmetry
Imagine you are standing in front of a mirror.
1. If you move your left arm, which arm is your mirror image going to move?
2. What happens if you move your left leg?
3. And how about turning to the right (clockwise, as viewed form above), away from the mirror. Which
way does your mirror image turn?
With a partner, explore this connection: One person is the active person while the other person is the
mirror image who is permanently mirroring the moves. Tape the mirror line on the floor so you don’t forget
where the mirror is. Be creative as the active person, you can move in any way you want, except moving
the mirror line itself. Write about your experience. What did you notice? What was easy, what was difficult?
Imagine the following situation: Both dancers face each other across the mirror line and lift just their
left arm.
4. Why is the above situation not a mirroring situation? Explain in detail.
We know that we cannot use reflectional symmetry to describe the above position in which both dancers
stand facing each other with just their left arms lifted. But clearly it looks and feels symmetric!
5. Think about the two dancers that face each other and both lift their left hand. Imagine you could
pick up one person and move it around where ever you wanted. How would you move the person
to match exactly with the other person? Act out the movement and describe or draw the process
precisely. What would you call this movement?
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[Some additional material omitted...] We call this kind of symmetry rotational symmetry.
6. Can you imagine why we call it rotational? What is being rotated?
7. And around which point do we rotate?
8. By how many degrees do we rotate?
Now that you know about two kinds of symmetry, we can practice using both. Start with reflectional
symmetry, agreeing on a place for the mirror. After creating interesting movements for some time, the
leader says “switch.”∗ Now the follower has to follow in rotational symmetry. But there is a problem: not in
all positions can you switch smoothly between symmetries, meaning you don’t have to quickly adjust your
position.
9. Find a position in which you can not switch smoothly from reflectional to rotational symmetry. Explain
why.
10. Find several positions in which you can switch from reflectional to rotational symmetry. Draw the
corresponding pictures.
11. Describe all positions in which you can switch from reflectional to rotational symmetry. This is your
conjecture.
If we want to be precise and prove a conjecture in mathematics it is helpful to have precise language for
the definitions and terms we are using.
12. What do you think: where do definitions in mathematics come from? Who creates them and who
decides which ones to use?
13. Is it ok for you to just invent something and call it a definition? Why or why not?
Now you are ready for your first proof†:
14. Describe all positions in which you can switch from reflectional to rotational symmetry. Justify that
you can actually use the positions you found to switch between symmetries. Explain how you can
be sure that you found all of the positions.

∗

This exercise is inspired by www.mathdance.org
If you want to know more about proofs look at the guide Discovering the Art of Mathematics: Student Toolbox
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